Curriculum matters art library term 2 2013

Prep one and two

This term in library the children will be focusing on books that are part of a series. They will learn to recognize some of the features that are particular to certain authors such as rhyming, alliteration and styles of illustration. Activities will involve using some of the web programs that are currently on the My Classes Page and on the blog for art/library. In art we will continue to explore the elements of art: line, shape color pattern and texture. Art activities will be related to the literature shared in library sessions. The children will keep a journal about their art.

Three to six

This term in library the children will be focusing on books that are part of a series. They will learn to recognize some of the features that are particular to certain authors such as rhyming, alliteration and styles of illustration. Activities will involve using some of the web programs that are currently on the My Classes Page and on the blog for art/library. The instructions on the blog will guide children to complete a research task based on a style of art and famous artists. In art we will continue to explore the elements of art: line, shape color pattern and texture. Art activities will be related to the literature shared in library sessions. The children will keep a journal about their art.